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DOES HE WRITE POETRY?
By Marcus Ferrar
Chengde Chen writes poetry. Or not. Before I went to interview him, he sent me two of his writings.
“You don’t think they’re really poems, do you?” chortled
Chengde the moment I entered. How did he guess? I’d
shown them to several people and encountered shaking
heads. Only an experienced American poet friend of mine
vouchsafed: “If he says they’re poems, they are poems.”
Chengde is a philosopher, but a practical one, applying
philosophical methods to tackle issues such as abortion,
immigration and global warming. Philosophers like to argue, and this comes through in Chengde’s oeuvre. It is contentious.
His father served in the military of Chiang Kai-Shek, ousted
by Mao Zedong in 1948. Come the Cultural Revolution, the
father was dismissed as a pharmacist and forced to labour
in a workshop. Chengde was sent for six years to work on
a farm, before being admitted to university, where he was
directed to study foundry technology, then “natural dialectics.”
Eventually he could take up philosophy. After a spell as a
Fellow at Queen’s, he is now a visiting professor at Shanghai University.

Chengde (a member of WiO) decided poetry was
the right medium to argue his ideas. ’Philosophy is
like an ocean. Few words are remembered. Poems
are more memorable. The metaphors can be
powerful,’ he says.
When he first submitted his work, the publisher
said (surprise, surprise): “These aren’t poems.”
Chengde was so keen to publish his thoughts that
he agreed to convert them to prose.
Just that one time.
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HAUNTED ARTISTS ... cont’d from p1
Presenting his work at St Aldate’s Tavern, David told of their
exceptional ambition and talent, and the personal crises they
went though as they faced the challenges of an extraordinary
time. World War I drew them in. Stanley Spencer and Richard
Nevinson volunteered as medics. Paul Nash, horrified by what
he experienced as a war artist, became a pacifist.
Nevinson and Marc Gertler, a Polish Jew, fell in love with Dora
Carrington, who however was “confused about her sexuality”
and unforthcoming. Except towards writer Lytton Strachey,
with whom she did fall in love, the drawback being that he
was homosexual.
By 1919, it was all over. The war changed everything and they
no longer gathered together. Dora Carrington committed
suicide when Strachey died. Each went their own ways, and
the group was forgotten – until David brought them to back to
memory.

BACON/MOORE— AN UNUSUAL PAIR
The Ashmolean put on a special half-price tour for
Writers in Oxford. Alison Boulton was there:
You can still see the stunning Bacon/Moore exhibition at
the Ashmolean until 19 January; we were lucky to have a
personalised guided tour by curator Colin Harrison on
4th November, while the museum was otherwise closed.
Henry Moore (1898-1986) and Francis Bacon (19091992) were two giants of sculpture and painting in the
20th century. Through their respective mediums they
created remarkable images of the human figure,
increasingly monumental and simplified as the artists
aged. Bacon worked from the outside in, disintegrating
and dissolving form: 'Two Figures in a Room' (1959)
shows death shadowing life. Moore worked from the
inside out, pushing anatomical structure to the surface:
his bone-like shapes on a tabletop in
‘Composition’ (1934) suggest this preoccupation with
externalizing the internal structure of the body.
As personalities, they couldn’t have been more different:
Bacon was the son of an Edwardian landowner, who was

regularly horsewhipped and raised unloved - a gay
unrepentant Soho bohemian; while Moore, a miner’s
son, grew up surrounded by protective female relatives,
and lived quietly on a large Hertfordshire estate, a
testament to his financial probity. Yet both admired

the other’s mastery of medium: Moore loved to draw,
and Bacon painted with a keen interest in sculpture –
even turning up at Moore’s door, unannounced, to
request sculpture lessons. They did not happen.
→ cont’d p 3
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DOES HE WRITE POETRY? … cont’d from p1

KATE CLANCHY AT ST ALDATE’S TAVERN

Since then, Open Gate Press in London has brought

We were honoured to welcome celebrated local author

out Chengde’s ‘Five Themes of Today: Philosophical

Kate Clanchy to our gathering at St Aldates Tavern on

Poems,’ and a series of journals have printed other

the day her novel Meeting the English was shortlisted for

works of his as poetry. His breakthrough came after

the Costa first novel award (26 November).

9/11, when Poet Laureate Andrew Motion chose
him among a small group of poets to react in The
Guardian. This is what Chengde wrote:
ON THE TERRORISM OF SUICIDE
When released from the fear of death

Her writing career has been publicly recognised from the
start: winning the Forward prize for her first poetry
collection, Slattern; the BBC Short Story award in 2009;
and Bookgroup Book of the Month for Antigona and Me,
the very individual memoir describing the life of Kate's

men can be MC2 times more powerful

Kosovan cleaner.

Once they turn their mass into energy

She read to us from the whole range of her writing

the ‘power’ is as great as our fear

forms, and talked honestly and engagingly about where

The terrorism of killing with suicide

her writing interests lie, and how this record of published

is different from that of only killing

work has earned her a Research fellowship at Brookes,

Killing is terror

for the 'impact' it brings to Brookes.

while suicide is a philosophy

Her current passion is her work as Writer in Residence at

Men who don’t fear death are dead men

the Oxford Spires Academy, off the Cowley Road, which

because fearing death is part of life

has managed to win all three school awards for writing

But by cancelling this premise of psychology

poetry. Lucky pupils indeed!

They have invalidated all we can do
We may talk to ordinary terrorism with war

BACON/MOORE … cont’d from p 2

but it makes the suicidal one more suicidal

Yet after their deaths, their reputations moved

If a death sentence is like a home-delivery gift for
them

apart: Moore suffered a slight critical backlash as he

cruise missiles would still answer the wrong question

reputation continued to soar, with last month his 'Triptych

The way to conquer the suicidal

became known as Britain’s Official Artist; while Bacon’s
of Lucien Freud' fetching $142.4 million, the highest price
ever paid for a painting at auction.

is make them fear death again
that is to find the reason why they don’t
and to eliminate it as a psychiatrist would

These two artists were first shown together by the
Marlborough Gallery in 1963; at first it may seem an odd
pairing, but by the end of our tour we were persuaded
that that first realization of similarity was undoubtedly

That, decided the Poet Laureate, is poetry.

enlightened.
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TIM GRIGGS 1948 – 2013
Tim Griggs, who sold a million books through conventional publishers
and then turned to self-publishing, died on October 23. His enormous
success was mostly overseas, in Germany and France. Although he had
always been writing, it was only when he moved to Oxford that a
publisher agreed to bring out his work.
A member of Writers in Oxford, Tim published Redemption Blues in
1999, and that first thriller sold a million copies, mostly in Germany.
Earlier this year, he brought it out again himself as an ebook on
Amazon. Within the first month, 1,500 people had bought it. ‘I simply
pushed it out into the stream and gave it its chance,’ he said.
Tim followed up his first success with The End of Winter, again a bestseller abroad in translation, but only published in English this year.
Distant Thunder, set in the British Raj, he published under the name of
TD Griggs. Why TD? His publisher told him Tim was not epic enough.
Tim did not bother about that. He could be found selling his books on
Farmers’ Markets. He liked to feel his readers.
Susan Moody writes:
Charismatic. Witty. Charming. Vigorous. Kind. Tim Griggs was all of
those things and many more, which is why the news of his sudden

NEW MEMBERS

death in Oxford came as such a powerful shock. Tim burst into my life

Barbara Lorna Hudson

some years ago: we were brought together by our shared literary agent

Melanie Greene

because we both lived in Oxford. It was a big pleasure to discover that
he and his wife, Jenny, not only lived in Oxford, but actually lived just

Angus Phillips

round the corner from us. We had a further connection in that Jenny is

Sally Craddock

Australian, as is my husband, and that Tim had lived in Australia for
years. The two of them visited us in Tasmania one New Years' Eve, and

Betty Gray-Fow

Tim wore his Author's Outfit, a black Armani suit and an open-necked

Caroline Pinder

white linen shirt. Looking at him, you knew this was a man who had not
only written a brilliant, literate and sensitive best-selling masterpiece

Chrissie Cuthbertson

– Redemption Blues – but would go on to write many more.

Jeremy Wilson

If you had to choose a single word to sum up the man, I think it would
be passionate.

Tim was passionate in everything he undertook,

whether it was walking the Pilgrim Way to Santiago de Compostela,
cycling the length of England or simply entertaining his friends. He was
passionate about his work, his play and above all, his adored wife.

Jane Cammack
Liz Wade
William Horwood

Words cannot convey the essence of Tim's spirit, and any death can

Richard O. Smith

only bring out the familiar clichés. But with Tim gone, I truly believe

Katharine Nicholas

that we shall not look upon his like again.
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JUST OUT …

If you didn’t come because you weren’t sure what WiO could add to the august
panel of judges who were to proclaim the winner the next day, you missed a great
night out. Six noble volunteers had each read - or tried to read - a book shortlisted for the 2013 Man Booker Prize, and regaled us with its highlights and/or lowlights.
Over shared scotch eggs and pork pies on Monday 14th October, we came to our
own verdict.
Denise convinced us that Colm Tóibin should win with The Testament of Mary.
Cherry made a compelling and extremely amusing case that Eleanor Catton’s The
Luminaries should not - it was totally unreadable, and she and all her will-power
and dedication were drained after a mere 100 of its 800 pages.
(What were the real judges thinking of the next day, awarding the prize to that
non-starter?!)
Those present enjoyed the discussion so much that a repeat next year was demanded - watch out for it. – Sheila Cameron

THE UNTHANKED EDITOR — PARTY AT BALLIOL
On the evening of Wednesday, 11th September, a notice at the entrance of
Balliol, reputedly oldest Oxford college, and now celebrating its 750th
anniversary, directed us through the lovely gardens to the annual bash for
Society of Authors and Writers in Oxford.
One hundred people seemed very at home in two elegant rooms, though in
one of them, chandeliers designed for candles, were graced with somewhat
unseemly bright megawatt bulbs so that a group not unfamiliar with the
thespian world may have thought they were on set. It was a little harsh on
those of us chasing the tail lights of life. Indeed some of us needed a little
scaffolding to remain upright with or without the excellent wine supplied by
Balliol’s cellars, the generosity of which reminded me of the marriage of Cana
as some august writers managed to make the allocated two glasses of wine
last the whole two hours.
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Dennis and Kay Hamley, our very own romantic couple who ran off to get
married at Gretna Green were looking happy. Dennis’s fulsome praise of Brian
Aldiss’s Helliconia trilogy set Brian off on a couple of anecdotes. He told us
how, while in America, his first reaction to a detailed and thorough bit of
editing of his novel was irritation, followed by the slow realisation that the
editor was right and that she had done a bloody good job. He rang to thank
her. She burst into tears. No writer had ever thanked her for her work before.

marcus@ferrar.org.uk

Thanks to Balliol and those who organised this hugely enjoyable event. It
attracted many writers who lived way out of Oxford. - Angela Burdick

Writers in Oxford.

Email Marcus with your news.
Suggest a subject. Propose an
article. All ideas welcome!
NB: any views in this newsletter
are those of the authors, not of

INSIDE STORY HEADLINE
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ARE YOU TWITTERPATED? SOCIAL MEDIA FOR AUTHORS
By Lorna Fergusson
‘They pay you, they forget about you and about five years

One member of the audience spots that his Tweets proba-

later return your rights to you,’ says Simon Rosenheim of

bly amount to 300,000 words - couldn’t he have been

Imago, a publishing solutions company, talking about the

writing books instead? Dan stresses how prolific he is in

traditional model of publishing. Cue battle-weary grins

other areas and claims only to spend half an hour a day on

from assembled writers in an upstairs room of St Aldate’s

Twitter. If that’s the case, I’m going to have a private chat

nd

Tavern on October 2 . Simon describes the old throw-

with him: I love both Facebook and Twitter, but the latter is

money-at-it-and-see-if-it-will-stick approach to marketing

the biggest time-suck known to man.

before he and creative polymath, poet, publisher and performer Dan Holloway show us the benefits of using social

The secret is management. Dan shows us hashtags and lists

media to create our online presence. This, as Simon says,

as ways of managing the endless stream of tweets. He

leads to publicity which is both free and targeted - and

claims that ‘there’s something wonderfully serendipitous

therefore more efficient.

about Twitter’. That’s so true: through social media you
hear about events and make friends and connections in a

This is great news – and I think we all know it. The problem

randomly exciting way. It builds organically. Through Face-

for us as writers, though, is how to target it. Oh, and the

book and Twitter, I’ve found digital greetings often lead to

effort of it all! Simon (who, ironically, is on neither Face-

personal meetings. Advice is sought and given, opinions

book nor Twitter) discusses how you need to be active and

shared, heads shaken in despair, congratulations offered.

engaged, while also recognising when you don’t want to

As Dan says, on social media ‘the real and the digital meet.’

devote any more time to it. At that point you can walk

Whether you’re independently or traditionally published,

away – or hand the management of your social media pres-

you can’t allow it to rule your life – but you shouldn’t rule it

ence to a professional. He reviews the unfathomable mys-

out of your life, not if you’re an author in search of a read-

teries of Google algorithms, shape-shifting, unpindownable

ership. When you do a deal with a publisher, they’ll be

things that they are. I’m unsettled to hear that the keyword

looking for you to set up your Twitter-list anyway …

-selection technique no longer guarantees Google will pay
much attention to you. Take that, you SEO spammers in my

Now, I’m off to investigate the possibilities of Pinterest …

inbox!
Links:
Dan describes how he wrote a novel on Facebook and how

Lorna Fergusson is socially present at www.facebook.com/

his following helped him to sell many copies in Blackwell’s.

LornaFergussonAuthor and www.facebook.com/pages/

His multifarious activities are proof that you can create a

Fictionfire-Inspiration-for-Writers and @LornaFergusson on

significance presence through social media. He demon-

Twitter.

strates Twitter in action, projecting his Twitter-stream onto
a screen, telling us to ‘think of Twitter as a big party and

Dan Holloway is on Twitter at @agnieszkasshoes and on

what you have to do is find your group of people.’ (Some

Facebook at www.facebook.com/DanHollowayWriter . He

parties, though, are populated with crashing bores or look-

has blogged about social media and community building at

at-me poseurs. So it can be with Twitter.)

http://danholloway.wordpress.com/2013/10/03/
community-building-for-writers/
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MARKET FARM: ORWELL’S NIGHTMARE
PART TWO

RIGHTS OF WAY — WiO WALK
The intrepid band of Oxford Writers passes through

Writers in Oxford have many talents, but

the gate at the same time as the owners of the sump-

understanding the debaucheries of the financial crisis

tuous country property over which we are about to

is rarely one of them. WiO member Nick Bradbury

tramp. Neither party exchanges a word. This is private,

now reveals all – in amusing, harrowing detail. His

but by ancient lore we have right of way.

career in financial PR has given him the insights – but
has not made him an optimist.
His new book, Market Farm, follows on where
Orwell’s Animal Farm left off. The pigs who ousted the

We make our way through orchards, past a large
house, an artificial waterfall and a magnificent tennis
lawn, and out into the wild blackberry bushes beyond.

humans are looking for new ideas. They get into

We have re-asserted timeless rights and feel quite An-

cahoots with foxes, who are actually bankers –

glo-Saxon. On the approach, we cross a stubbled Cots-

wheeling, dealing,

wold field. There too there is a right of way, and the

derivatives-gambling

farmer has mown a line diagonally across the field. To

purveyors of financial

help us, or to keep us from roaming all over? We dis-

instruments which

cuss, at length.

are here today and

Sheila Cameron and Brenda Stones organise magnifi-

gone up in smoke

cent walks – carefully-planned, interesting, not too

tomorrow.

strenuous, but enough exercise to feel our final visit to

The animals are

the pub is merited. Perfect weather. That too is lore.

happily taken for a
ride. If you can't
remember what
happened in the
banking crash which
began in 2008, Nick tells it over again, in terms even
an animal could grasp.
Except that the animals – the chickens, the sheep and
the cows – were too greedy to want to know. After
turmoil, heavy losses and much agonising, they
gradually settle back to down-at-heel plodding along.

______________

There's one exception: the donkey. He eschews the
fancy financial schemes, holds on to his modest means
and can eventually afford a nice dwelling which the
get-rich-quick hopefuls can no longer dream of.
Nick's book is a captivating moral fable, with plenty of
laughs. It’s useful for anybody who has not quite
grasped what's been going on. You don't like it when
you realise. ‘We’re all going to be poorer,’ he mutters,
as if he were Eeyore, a donkey. - MF

Marcus Ferrar launches his
new book, The Budapest
House: A Life Re-Discovered,
at the Summertown Book
House.
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MARKETING BUDGET? DON’T MAKE ME LAUGH
By Jo Cotterill
Back in 2009 I signed a brand new contract with a Big Publisher for a series of six books aimed at girls aged 9-12.
Having previously published two teenage novels and a
handful of short books for dyslexic readers, I was used to
the obscure end of children’s publishing: books that editors love but which don’t get much of a push when it
comes to publicity.
Signing my new contract was eye-opening. This series was
labelled ‘commercial’ (which means it should appeal to a
broad range; also ‘commercial’ tends to mean
‘unthreatening and has a happy ending’) and I quickly
learned that they do things differently in ‘commercial’. For
a start, the publisher was happy to contribute financially to
a launch party. And build me a website. And pay for postcards. And they asked me if I would be prepared to do a
schools’ tour to promote the books – at the publisher’s
expense. Of course, I said yes – and so was ferried around
the country in taxis and on trains, put up in various types
of accommodation and chaperoned everywhere by a publicist. There was very definitely a marketing budget, and it
seemed that money was available for all kinds of extras.
Fast-forward four years, and it’s a different story. That series concluded in 2012 and now the same publisher will
publish my new book, Looking at the Stars. The advance
was low because this one is a ‘literary’ book, apparently.
The publisher is hoping that it might make awards
shortlists and be chosen as a class reader in schools. But it
isn’t the sort of book you’d read for comfort or by the
pool. It’s the sort of book that should make you think:
about your life, your outlook and your morals; which places it firmly in the ‘literary’ camp.
And so to four months before publication, when I rang the
publicist.
‘Hi,’ I said, ‘I’d really like to do some school visits to promote this book.’
‘I’d love to help set something up!’ she enthused.
‘I’d also like to order some postcards,’ I said. ‘And have a
launch party.’
‘Ye-es,’ she said.
‘Can I ask, what the budget is for this book?’
‘Ah,’ she said. ‘Well, it’s nothing, I’m afraid.’
‘Pardon?’‘

‘Nothing. I’m sorry. I’ve got no money for it. We might be
able to pay expenses for a day’s school visit, if it’s local…’
And that is how I returned to reality after my sojourn on
Planet Commercial. Don’t get me wrong: I am very happy
with my publisher. I don’t think I’d necessarily have got a
better deal elsewhere, and I certainly wouldn’t have wanted to part company with my editor. But it’s fascinating to
me that there is such a steep divide between the haves
and the have-nots in the book world. Some books have a
budget. The others do not. So I have to ask myself: how
much of my own money am I prepared to sink into promoting a book that I believe in? The answer, it turns out, is
enough for postcards and badges and school visits and a
launch party.
So if any Writers in Oxford would like to join me at Blackwells bookshop in Oxford on Wednesday 5th February 2014
from 7 pm, I would be delighted to see you. It is to celebrate publication of my hardback novel LOOKING AT THE
STARS, a story of an imaginative 13-year-old girl separated from her family during a civil war in a Middle Eastern
country. There will be postcards. And badges. And if you
like the sound of it, you could buy a book (£12.99 but a
Thing Of Beauty). if you’re interested, please RSVP to
joannacotterill@gmail.com
LOOKING AT THE STARS is Jo Cotterill’s 22nd book for children (she also writes as Joanna Kenrick). In a time of war,
with families torn apart, can imagination and stories give
you hope? It’s an inspiring story of friendship and love that
will stay with you long after you turn the final page. See
also web site jocotterill.com

